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Sargent College of Health & Rehabilitation Sciences

Before:

After:
School of Hospitality Administration

Before:

After:
College of Arts & Sciences Geography & Environment

Before:

Welcome to the Department of Geography and the Environment at Boston University. Faculty in the Department of Geography offer coursework and conduct research on topics that bring together the Earth's physical and human components. From global warming to energy systems, the interface between human systems and the natural environment provides the focus on our teaching and research mission.

Specific teaching and research foci include: (1) remote sensing and geographic information systems; (2) energy and environment; (3) hydrology, biophysical energy and climate; and (4) economic geography and transportations studies. For further information regarding the department, please follow the links of the left-hand side of this web page, or view our departmental profile in Boston University's College of Arts and Sciences.

Attention: Please view the following link for information about a new faculty position available.

After:

Welcome

The Department of Geography and Environment offers coursework and conducts research at the cutting edge of geographical and environmental science and policy. Real world problems, world-class faculty, exciting and innovative interdisciplinary programs, and a dynamic student body make GEO a special place to study. From global warming to energy systems, the interface between society and the natural environment provides the focus of our teaching and research mission.

Specific teaching and research foci include:
- Remote sensing and Geospatial Technologies
- Energy and Environmental Policy
- Physical Geography, including Hydrology, Biophysical Ecology, & Climate
- Economic Geography and Transportation Studies

For further information regarding the department please follow the above links, or contact us at geo@bu.edu.

News & Events

New faculty positions available! Click here for more information.

Professor with National Geographic 40 Under 40 Recognition

Dr. Kevin W. Sasco joins GreenSpace, Inc.

Three GEO Faculty proposals selected in recent NASA research competition

Fall Seminar Schedule

Click here for more News & Events.
Director of 21 Grams answers 21 questions
Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu tells film students at CDF to make hits

Printmaking, Past and Present
The 2007 North American Print Biennial: Collecting from the Boston Printmakers

Decades of Motion
BU People: Micki Taylor-Pinney shares passion for dance with students

What's New
BU Today - 9

Close-up
Stories, Symphony, and the Stones: Berklee's Requiem Revealed
Art Across the Pair
Center for Digital Imaging Arts leads move to video podcasting
The naked truths of RSI

Science & Technology
It Really Is Rocket Science: Part 1
It Really Is Rocket Science: Part 2
It Really Is Rocket Science: Part 3
How [name] Saved the Space Industry
The HPV Vaccine: A No-Trainer?

BU in the World
Journey into the Maya Underworld
Journey into the Maya Underworld
BU Prof at the War: Admit Failure
Ten Days In China
The Trapdoors of Power

Sports
Hockey: Rosales Reminded
Field Hockey: Up for a Weekend
Wrestling: Coach Meco Water Rescue
Men's Soccer Season Kicks Off
Women's Soccer Takes the Field

Lifestyle
How We Pray: "Faith in What Connects Me to My Creator"
Six Strategies for Buying Bad-Seat Tickets
Cheap Thrills: When It Pays to Be a Student
To Do or Not to Do
Taking to BU's Streets on Two Wheels

Multimedia
"The Truth of Things": Coming Back from Cancer
How We Pray: "Faith in What Connects Me to My Creator"
How We Pray: "Something Clicked, and Something Changed"
Journey into the Maya Underworld

Quick Poll
What's your favorite television show?
American Idol
Reality and the Geek
Lost
Studio 60 on the Sunset Strip

In the News
BU
HISHER ED · RESEARCH · VIRUS
[supercision] Moderate weight gain tied to heartburn risk for women
[option] 19KUB gives representation right to state nurses group
[option] 1Army to send N.E. medical workers to Iraq
[option] 1305-pd: President Bush to Ukraine's rescue

More
CALENDAR
Full Calendar
Submit an Event
Categories
SNAPSHOTS
Web Cam
The Links
VIEWPOINTS
Letters to the Editor
Submit a Story Idea
Submit a Photo
Quick Polls

Feedback
Contact us · Subscribe to BU Today Newsletter · RSS Feeds
National Emerging Infectious Diseases Laboratories (NEIDL)